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al-Muˆaddith~t:
Notes for a talk on
the women scholars of ˆad‚th
by Mohammad Akram Nadwi
1
Introduction
The idea is widespread that Islam, if
practised in any social order, enforces
the inferiority of women. In fact this
idea is so widespread that the very
concept of women Islamic scholars
sounds like a contradiction – as if to
say, you can’t have both in the same
society – you can’t have both Islam and
wa laysa dh-dhakaru ka-l-unth~
women Islamic scholars or, if you can,
(Qur’an, 3: 36) and the male is not as the female
the women scholars could never have
the respect and authority, the public
recognition, accorded to men scholars.
I am here to inform and assure you that women Islamic scholars did exist in Islamic society
and that, fortunately, they are beginning to emerge again in good number. I have just finished
writing in Arabic a biographical dictionary of some 8000 women scholars in just one field of the
Islamic sciences, namely the ˆad‚th – the study of the words and deeds, the teaching and
practice, of the Prophet, ‰alla-ll~hu `alayhi wa-sallam. This dictionary spans the whole period from
the first to the fifteenth (the present) centuries of Islam. It covers all the regions of the world
traditionally associated with Islam, although I must report that, so far, I have been unable to find
as much information as I would wish relating to Southeast Asia (the Malaysia/Indonesia region)
or to western China, both areas where Islam has been long established.
The dictionary is divided into forty volumes, according to the density of material. The first
volume is devoted to the women of the household of the Prophet. The next six volumes (2–7)
are about the ^aˆ~biyy~t, the Companions of the Prophet; volumes 8–10 are about their
Successors, the T~bi`iyy~t. Then, a volume each for the second to fifth centuries of Islam. Three
volumes (15–17) for the sixth century; five volumes (18–22) for the seventh century; six volumes
(23–28) for the eighth century; again six volumes (29–34) for the ninth century. Thereafter, one
volume each for the tenth to the present centuries. I do have some tentative explanations to
offer for that falling off in the numbers from the tenth century – there is a parallel falling off in
the number of men scholars of ˆad‚th over the same period. But I will come back to that. The
striking thing is that in the formative period of Islam, the period of the Companions and
Successors, women scholars are not only great in number but also great in prominence, great in
their authority. Men go to them to learn, and doing so is normal. Why should that be?
The Qur’an states that God knows well what He has given existence and life to, male or
female, and it says forcefully (3: 36): the male is not as the female. For believers, therefore, the
difference between male and female is a strong fact, a strong, objective reality in the order of
creation. And so we must take account of this reality, not ignore it. Now, it is possible – in the
social orders that human beings construct – to build on this difference disadvantage, inferiority,
discrimination. It is also possible to build on it equity, fairness, a true parity in rights and
obligations so that there is no diminution in the personal or social potential of either male or
female, no diminution in the dignity of either. The Qur’an’s command to do justice to all people
regardless of personal biases or local differences means that Muslims, men and women, have a
moral obligation to construct a social order that is fair to all, whatever their gender, nationality,
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race or any other marker of difference that an individual person is unable to alter by intention or
action.
In the Qur’an and Sunnah of the Prophet – and I am quite confident about putting these
two primary sources together because the Prophet’s Sunnah, reliably reported and understood, is
always and necessarily framed within the guidance of the Qur’an – in these primary sources of
Islam there is no indication that the marked difference between male and female marks the
female as necessarily inferior to the male in spiritual or moral or intellectual potential. The purity
and spiritual perfection of Maryam, the mother of the prophet `…sa, `alayhi s-sal~m, is one of the
best known portraits of human excellence in the Qur’an (see >l `Imr~n, 3: 37, 40–42; Maryam, 19:
16–34). An example of intellectual ability and exemplary political leadership is presented in the
Qur’an’s portrait of the Queen of Sab~| (al-Naml, 27: 23–44). We see her reflect alone, then call
on her council, listen attentively to their advice, and then, after further pondering, take her
decision to avoid military confrontation. After that, it comes as no surprise that, when the issue
is put to her by God’s Messenger, she recognizes his truthfulness and affirms faith. By contrast
the abuse of human political power and defective understanding are presented through the
account of a masculine ruler, the Pharaoh. He is morally and spiritually blinded by arrogance
and, in spite of the words preached and the miracles publicly and repeatedly shown to him by
God’s Messenger, chooses the path to destruction and damnation.
Nothing in the primary sources of Islam would lead anyone to suppose that there are
different paths to salvation for men and women; that one is offered a high and open road with
no restriction, the other a lower road with narrower horizons and boundaries to moral or
intellectual development. Salvation is individual and personal. A woman is not saved by
association with the virtue of a father or brother or husband; nor is she condemned by
association with the sin of a father or brother or husband. Every soul carries its own burden of
good or bad deeds to the final Judgement. And, as the Qur’an tells us, no soul is charged with a
burden beyond its capacity – for believers, this means that everyone, male or female, is given a
responsibility before God and is also enabled by God to carry that responsibility. Individuals,
male or female, achieve salvation only through their own intentions and actions, not by linkage
with a particular tribe or clan or illustrious ancestor. The individual can stand free of the
limitations of others, however powerful. That is why, in the Qur’an, the wife of Pharaoh, when
she holds herself aloof from her earthly lord and master and dissociates herself from his tyranny
and wrongdoing, is presented as a supreme example of moral excellence for all believers to
emulate (al-Taˆr‚m, 66: 11): ‘And God strikes as an example for the believers the wife of Pharaoh
when she said: My Lord! Build for me a house in the Garden and deliver me from Pharaoh and
his works and deliver me from the wrong-doing folk.’
The legal independence of women in the Islamic tradition is generally well understood.
People generally know that the legal personality and the property of a woman do not disappear
into that of her husband when she marries. But people generally do not know, or do not
appreciate, that this independence is founded upon women’s independence as moral and
intellectual beings. The spiritual equality of men and women is one of the fundamental principles
of Islam, repeatedly affirmed in the Qur’an – for example in al-Nis~|, 4: 32, al-Naˆl, 16: 97, and
>l `Imr~n, 3: 195. 1 ™ad‚ths also amply support this view. The Prophet is reported to have said,

1

‘O mankind, be wary of yourselves before your Lord, Who created you from a single soul, created out of it its
mate, and from the pair scattered countless men and women’. (4: 1)
‘To the men [belongs] fortune from what they are earning, and to the women [belongs] fortune from what they
are earning.’ (4: 32)
‘Whoever does righteous work, man or woman, and has faith, to him We will surely give a life that is good and
pure, and We will recompense them according to the best of what they were doing.’ (16: 97)
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‘the women are pairs of men’. 2 This equality is embodied in a variety of ways. For example, a
woman is invited to Islam directly and not through the agency of males. 3 At the time of the
Prophet, all Muslims, men and women alike, would personally pledge their allegiance to him and
to Islam. 4 It is important to remember here that pre-Islamic Arabian society allowed women to
make their own decisions with regard to religion. For instance, F~\imah bint al-Kha\\~b
embraced Islam while her brother `Umar b. al-Kha\\~b was still an unbeliever. 5 Similarly, Umm
™ab‚bah bint Ab‚ Sufy~n embraced Islam while her father remained a pagan. 6 In that earliest
period of Islamic history a Muslim woman could have a husband who was still a non-Muslim, as
in the example of Zaynab, the daughter of the Prophet. 7
The early Muslim community developed a set of standards and criteria to describe who was
and who was not qualified to take part in transmitting or elucidating religious teachings. A core
requirement was to be of independent moral character – that is, free of any coercion or
intimidation. This requirement applied to both men and women, as is clear in abundant
references in the primary sources.
Muslim women took keen interest in almost all the scholarly disciplines of their times and
made significant, even outstanding, contributions to various fields of knowledge. A good
example from the early period of the respect for women’s intellectual ability is the appointment,
during the rule of `Umar, the second caliph, and one of the greatest of the Prophet’s
Companions, of a woman as inspector of the market in Madinah. 8 Madinah was then the capital
of a growing empire. `Umar can hardly have contemplated (still less carried out) such an
appointment if he, or the society generally, conceived of women as incompetent to hold
important public office.

2
3

4

5

6

7

8

‘I do not allow the work of a worker from among you, whether male or female, to waste. You [all belong] to
one another.’ (3: 195)
Abƒ D~wƒd, Sunan, k. al-œah~rah, b. f‚ l-rajul yajidu l-ballah f‚ man~mi-h‚.
Arabic uses masculine and feminine genders to refer to men and women expressly; however, like many other
languages, in the absence of an expressed distinction, the masculine is used as the common gender. It is a
mistake to read this usage as referring to men alone.
God commanded the Prophet: ‘When women believers come to you to make a covenant with you that they will
not associate anything with God, nor steal, nor fornicate, nor kill their own children, nor slander anyone, nor
disobey you in what is good, then make a covenant with them and seek God’s forgiveness in their favour.
Indeed God is most forgiving and most merciful.’ (Qur’an, al-Mumtaˆanah, 60: 12)
Ibn `Abb~s asked `Umar what had called him to embrace Islam. `Umar replied: ‘Three days after ™amzah had
embraced Islam, I went out of my house, and by chance met a man from the clan of al-Makhzƒm whom I
asked: “Do you prefer Muˆammad’s faith over that of your own forefathers?” The man replied: “One who is
more closely related to you than myself has also done so.” I asked him who it was. “Your sister and your
brother-in-law,” the man from al-Makhzƒm said. I hurried back and found the door of my sister’s house bolted
from within; and I heard some humming inside. Later, when the door was opened, I entered the house and
asked: “What is that I am hearing?” My sister replied: “You heard nothing; we were exchanging words.” I
struck her on the head, whereupon she said defiantly: “We do that whether you like it or not.” I was remorseful
when I saw her bleeding, and said to her: “Show me the scripture.” `Umar narrated the whole incident. (Ibn
Ath‚r, Usd al-gh~ba, vol. v, p. 519)
When Abƒ Sufy~n went to Madinah in the eighth year of Hijra, he visited his daughter Umm ™ab‚bah, then
wife of the Prophet. He was about to sit on the Prophet’s bed but his daughter did not allow him to do so and
rolled the mattress away. Aggrieved by this, he said: ‘Is it that the mattress is not worthy of me or that I am not
worthy of it?’ Umm ™ab‚bah replied curtly: ‘This is the Prophet’s mattress, and you are an unclean polytheist; I
did not want you to sit on it.’ Abƒ Sufy~n felt annoyed and said: ‘While I have been away something has gone
wrong with you.’ (Ibn Sa`d, al-œabaq~t al-kubr~, vol. viii, pp. 99–100)
Zaynab was married to her maternal cousin Abƒ l-`>‰ b. Ab‚ l-Rab‚`. She embraced Islam though her husband
did not. In the battle of Badr, he was taken prisoner. Zaynab offered a ransom for his release. He was
subsequently allowed to go free on condition that, on his return to Makkah, he would set her free. He did so,
and Zaynab was able to emigrate to Madinah.
Her name was Shif~| bint `Abdill~h al-`Adawiyyah. See Ibn `Abd al-Barr, al-Ist‚`~b, vol. ii, p. 741.
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Muslims were not inhibited about regarding women with respect for their intellect, and
learning from them. So we find the names of women among the names of those proficient in
each of the Islamic sciences. For example, in theology (kal~m), al-Sayyidah S~rah bint al-Shaykh
`Umar b. Aˆmad b. `Umar al-Maqdis‚, lectured on the book Sharˆ Madh~hib ahl al-sunnah wa
ma`rifat shar~i` al-d‚n of Ibn Shah‚n. This book was read to her in her house in Q~syƒn, Damascus
in 715 AH. In the field of jurisprudence Amat al-W~ˆid bint al-™usayn b. Ism~`‚l al-Maˆ~mili (d.
377) was a great Sh~fi`‚ jurist. She learnt ˆad‚th and fiqh (jurisprudence) from her father, Ism~`‚l
b. al-`Abb~s al-Warr~q, from `Abd al-Gh~fir al-™im‰i and others. She knew the Qur’an by heart
and, in Sh~fi`‚ fiqh, was particularly expert in the law of inheritance. Al-Barq~n‚ records that she
used to give fatwas in the company of Abƒ `Al‚ b. Ab‚ Hurayrah. Another great jurist was
F~\imah bint `Abb~s b. Ab‚ l-Fatˆ al-Baghd~diyyah al-™anbaliyyah (d. 714 AH). Well trained in
fiqh, she knew much of al-Mughn‚ Ibn Qud~mah by heart. The famous theologian and muj~hid
Imam Taq‚ al-D‚n ibn Taymiyyah marvelled at her intellectual prowess. Women in Syria and
Egypt benefited greatly from her teaching. ™~fiŒ Ibn Rajab al-™anbal‚ has described her as ‘the
jurist, scholar, holder of higher isn~ds, the mufti, accurate, of great virtue, knowledgeable in
different traditions, the unique one of her time, sought after from every corner.’ 9 In Mauritania
there used to be hundreds of young girls who knew the Mudawwana, one of the earliest
compilations of M~lik‚ fiqh, by heart. `>|ishah bint `Abdill~h b. Aˆmad al-œabariyyah alMakkiyyah (d. ca. 776 AH) composed a book on the history of her family, from which al-Sakh~w‚,
the great historian benefited, confirming that it ‘contains useful information’. 10 An expert of
language was ^~fiyyah bint al-Murta‡~ b. al-Murta‡‡al (d. 771 AH). Her husband Muˆammad b.
Yaˆy~ al-Q~sim‚ the theologian benefited from her in the sciences of language. She wrote a
number of books. 11 The celebrated Arabic dictionary al-Q~mƒs is narrated by al-Suyƒ\‚ from six
women: >siyah bint J~rull~h b. ^~liˆ al-œabar‚, ^~fiyyah bint Y~qƒt al-Makkiyyah, Ruqayyah bint
`Abd al-Qaw‚ b. Muˆammad al-Bijad‚, Umm ™ab‚bah bint Aˆmad b. Mƒs~ al-Shuwayk‚,
Kam~liyyah bint Aˆmad b. Muˆammad b. N~‰ir al-Makk‚ and Umm al-Fa‡l H~jir bint Sharaf alMaqdis‚. Each of the six narrated the book directly from its author, al-F‚rƒz~b~d‚. Fatˆunah bint
Ja`far al-Marsiyyah wrote Qiy~n al-Andalus as an answer to al-Agh~n‚ of Abƒ l-Faraj al-A‰bah~n‚.
Nu‡~r bint al-Shaykh Abƒ ™ayy~n (d. 730 AH) was an excellent student of grammar; her father
Abƒ ™ayy~n, the great imam of grammar, praised her, and said he wished her brother ™ayy~n
would have been like her. And then, there are a large number of women poets.
Of course, to go into the contribution of women in these different fields is beyond the scope
of my research. In this talk I can at best provide a skeletal survey of the muˆaddith~t. The sources
of this work are scattered in books of ˆad‚th, history, asm~| al-rij~l, as~nid, sama`~t, the reports of
teachers and travellers, and so on. I have done my best to refer to all these sources. Some of
them are published; some are in manuscript; some of them are known about but not yet traced.
The most important works I used are: al-œabaqat al-kubr~ of Ibn Sa`d, al-œabaq~t of Khal‚fa b. alKhayy~t, al-Ta|r‚kh al-kab‚r of Imam al-Bukh~r‚, Ta|r‚kh al-thiq~t of Ibn ™ibb~n, al-Takmila liwafay~t al-naqalah of al-Mundhir‚, Tahdh‚b al-kam~l of Abƒ l-™ajj~j al-Mizz‚, Siyar a`l~m al-nubal~|
of Imam al-Dhahab‚; al-Durar al-k~minah, al-I‰~bah, Tahdh‚b al-tahdh‚b, and al-Majma` al-mu|assas of
™~fiŒ Ibn ™ajar; al-˜aw| al-l~mi` of ™~fiŒ al-Sakh~w‚.
2
The scholarship of women
In the Islamic tradition the mainstream path to salvation is not asceticism (zuhd), the struggle to
discipline and perfect one’s will, although that is a necessary and commended stage. The

9
10
11

Ibn Rajab al-™anbal‚, al-Dhayl `al~ œabaq~t al-™an~bilah, vol. iv, p. 467–68.
Shams al-D‚n al-Sakh~w‚, al-I`l~n bi l-tawb‚kh liman dhamm al-ta|r‚kh, p. 216.
Ibn Zab~rah, Mulˆaq al-badr al-\~li`, p. 104.
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mainstream path is concerned less with the struggle for faith than with producing the fruits of
faith, living the good life personally and collectively. The essential requirement for doing that is
knowledge and understanding of how the good life is to be lived. It follows that since women,
like men, must independently seek their salvation, the acquisition and transmission of such
knowledge is a necessary obligation for both. Just as men are not restricted in getting knowledge
from either men or women teachers, so also women are not restricted in acquiring knowledge
from either men or women teachers. Men are enjoined to teach; so too women are made
responsible for teaching the ignorant and the children of their community. There has been no
dispute among scholars about the formal equality of men and women in respect of their
competency and responsibility to receive and impart knowledge, albeit Muslim societies have
sometimes been reluctant, even opposed, to seeing that responsibility fulfilled.
Evidence from the first Islamic century indicates a deep interest among women in the
Prophet’s teachings and their active pursuit of guidance from him. Women were always present
when the Prophet addressed the people in general or gave a sermon. Their interest in knowledge
led them on occasion to ask the Prophet to grant them private sessions in which they could ask
about issues relating specifically to women. Abƒ Sa`‚d al-Khudr‚ has narrated that a woman came
to God’s Messenger and said, ‘O Messenger of God, the men have taken away your ˆad‚th, so
make a day for us, when we come to you, and you can teach us what God has taught you.’ The
Prophet assented and taught them what God had taught him. 12 That is why there are many
hadiths that are transmitted only through women, because only they heard them. And Imam
Shawk~n‚ commented, ‘It is not reported by any of the scholars that he rejected a ˆad‚th
narrated by a woman because the narrator was a female.’
Ibn Jurayj has narrated that J~bir b. `Abdull~h reported that on the day of `…d al-fi\r, the
Prophet stood up and led the prayer. He started with the prayer and then gave a speech. When
he finished he came to the women and gave a sermon. Ibn Jurayj asked: ‘ `A\~|, do you regard it
as compulsory upon the imam to deliver a sermon to women?’ `A\~| replied: ‘It is indeed
compulsory on imams [to do so]. So why is it that they do not perform this duty?’
There are many sunnahs accepted by the ummah coming from women among the Prophet’s
Companions. Anyone with even a minimal knowledge of the Sunnah must accept this as fact. 13
™~kim Abƒ `Abdill~h confirms that one fourth of the Shar‚`ah has been narrated by `>|ishah
alone. 14 An old custom, still found today, illustrates the expectation that women, like men,
should cultivate scholarly interests and abilities, the custom of including some useful religious
books 15 with the bride’s dowry.
For most women, however, the pursuit of knowledge never replaced family obligations.
Instead, women were expected to tackle the demands of family life and religious obligations
along with meeting the wider obligations of society. I have found that, throughout Islamic
history, the major cities used to have their share of women scholars engaged in teaching, learning
and spreading Islamic religious sciences. There are also many examples when celebrated male
Islamic scholars turned to these muˆaddith~t for religious advice. Thum~mah b. ™azn al-Qushayr‚
narrates how he met `>|ishah and asked her about nab‚dh. `>|ishah called a black girl and said:
‘Ask this girl, because she used to make nab‚dh for the Messenger of God.’ 16 This ˆad‚th suggests
that early scholars did not hesitate to accept knowledge even from a black slave girl if she knew
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Bukh~r‚, ^aˆ‚ˆ, k. al-`Ilm, b. Hal yuj`alu li-l-nis~|‚ yawman `al~ ˆidah.
Nayl al-awt~r, vol. viii, p. 22.
Zarkash‚, al-Ij~bah, p. 59.
One example is mentioned by Imam Dhahab‚. He writes (Siyar A`l~m al-Nubal~|, vol. xiv, p. 233) that brides
were usually given the Mukhta‰ar of Imam al-Muzan‚ at the time of their wedding.
Muslim, ^aˆ‚ˆ, k. al-Ashribah, b. al-Nahy `ani l-intib~dh f‚ l-muzaffat wa-l-dubb~| wa-l-ˆantam.
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what was relevant to the issue at hand. It is also a clear example of a scholarly contribution from
a female from what we would now call a ‘marginalized’ group.
Another ˆad‚th indicates the respect accorded to women who had knowledge of the
Prophet’s words and actions. Abƒ Salamah has narrated that a man came to Ibn `Abb~s while
Abƒ Hurayrah was sitting near him. The man asked about a woman who bore a child forty days
after her husband’s death. Ibn `Abb~s said: ‘She is to wait for the later of the two dates.’ He
referred to the verse of the Qur’an (65: 4) that specifies that the waiting period for pregnant
women ends when they are delivered of ‘what they are carrying’. Abƒ Hurayrah said: ‘I am with
my brother (Abƒ Salamah).’ He meant by this courteous expression to indicate his preference for
the judgement of Abƒ Salamah that the waiting period for a widow who was pregnant at the
time of her husband’s death ended when she gave birth, even if this was before the time
specified for a woman who was not pregnant. Ibn `Abb~s then sent his slave Kurayb to seek the
advice of Umm Salamah. She told him that the husband of Subay`ah Aslamiyyah had been killed
and that she was pregnant by him. She gave birth forty days after his death. Then she received
proposals for marriage – Abƒ San~bil was one of those who proposed – and God’s Messenger
allowed her to accept one of them. 17
3
Receiving knowledge of the ˆad‚th
Islamic society is founded on the sense of continuous, uninterrupted accountability to God, and
upon the piety and modesty that follow from that. Muslims, men and women, are required to
cleanse their hearts and protect themselves, their bodies and their comportment, from doing or
inciting any indecent or prohibited act. To this end, Islamic society does not promote
uninhibited mixing of men and women. However, this is not meant to impede or prevent
women from the pursuit and dissemination of knowledge.
Women would usually start their scholarly careers within the family home, learning from
family members who had already acquired knowledge of Islamic sciences. This practice meant
that traditions of scholarship deepened and were preserved in families over generations. The
advantage of such continuity was that the younger members of the family – including women-could be instructed in the high tradition of ˆad‚th from a very early age. F~\imah bint al-Mundhir
b. al-Zubayr began the study of ˆad‚th under her grandmother Asm~| bint Ab‚ Bakr al-^idd‚q,
and then continued with other scholars outside her family until she became one of the more
famous traditionists of her generation. Many notable scholars – such as her own husband
Hish~m b. `Urwah b. al-Zubayr, and Muˆammad b. Isˆ~q, the author of the well-known s‚rah –
narrated on her authority.
F~\imah’s husband Hish~m once objected to Ibn Isˆ~q’s narration from F~\imah: ‘Ibn Isˆ~q
narrated from my wife F~\imah bint al-Mundhir, but by God he never saw her.’ Imam Dhahab‚
comments: ‘Hish~m was right in his oath, Ibn Isˆ~q did not see her. [But then] he never claimed
to have seen her. Rather, he mentioned that she narrated ˆad‚th to him.’ He adds: ‘We have
studied ˆad‚th with a number of women and I never saw them. In the same way many tabi`‚n
narrated from `>|ishah, the wife of the Prophet, without ever seeing her face.’ 18
Another example of scholarship begun in the home is Imam M~lik’s daughter, who,
according to al-Zubayr, had memorized the whole of her father’s Muwa\\~. She would sit behind
a door in the family home and whenever a reader made a mistake in reading she would knock on
the door to indicate that there was an error to be corrected. 19 Another example is of Sitt al-`Arab
bint Muˆammad b. Fakhr al-D‚n Ab‚ l-™asan `Al‚ b. Aˆmad b. `Abd al-W~ˆid al-Bukh~r‚ (d. 767

17
18
19

Ibid., k. al-œal~q, b. Inqi‡~| `iddah al-mutawaff~| `an-h~ zawju-h~...
Siyar a`l~m al-nubal~|, vol. vii, p. 38.
Q~‡‚ `Iy~d, Tart‚b al-mad~rik vol. i, pp. 109–10.
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AH)

granddaughter of the celebrated muˆaddith Ibn al-Bukh~r‚. She studied under her grandfather
and became one of the important narrators of his ˆad‚th. Many famous experts of ˆad‚th, like
™~fiŒ `Abd al-Raˆ‚m al-`Ir~q‚, ™~fiŒ Nƒr al-D‚n al-Haytham‚, and ™~fiŒ Abƒ Zur`ah al-`Ir~q‚,
narrated from her.
On completion of training at home, women would venture out to seek knowledge from
masters of `ilm. This was commended by `>|ishah, who said that women should not let any
obstacles impede their pursuit of knowledge, and she pointedly said: ‘How good were the
women of An‰~r, whose modesty did not stop them attaining the understanding of religion.’ 20
Later generations of Muslim women learnt ˆad‚th from male masters in their own towns and
those travelling male scholars who visited their towns. While attending the lectures, they would
pose questions and engage in discussions. Umm al-Fa‡l bint al-H~rith narrates how, on the day
of `Arafah, during the Prophet’s lifetime some people were discussing whether the Prophet was
fasting or not. Some claimed that he was fasting, some that he was not. Umm al-Fa‡l resolved
the debate by sending the Prophet a bowl of milk, which he drank while mounted on his
camel. 21 This settled the argument. The incident shows, and ™~fiŒ Ibn ™ajar cites this ˆad‚th to
make just this point, that scholarly debate could take place between men and women even while
fully observing the Shar‚`ah restrictions.
At times women would travel to other cities to listen to the great scholars, and often made
these journeys part of the pilgrimage. The ˆajj generally played an important role in providing
opportunities to meet people from distant places and to maintain a high degree of cultural
cohesion and unity across the Islamic world. Distinct screened spaces were normally provided in
the classes of every muˆaddith for the women students who attended. If such classes were held
inside mosques, then women could learn directly from men scholars by sitting in the area
designated for them.
The books of ˆad‚th are full of examples of women scholars who studied outside their
homes under the masters in their own or in other cities. Umm Muˆammad Khad‚jah used to
attend the classes of Imam Aˆmad ibn ™anbal and learnt ˆad‚th from him. In later life, she
narrated from Aˆmad ibn ™anbal and Yaz‚d b. H~rƒn, another great traditionist of Baghd~d.
Among her students was `Abdull~h, the son of Aˆmad ibn ™anbal, who described how ‘she
used to come to my father and hear ˆad‚th from him; and how he used to narrate ˆad‚th to her’. 22
One method of acquiring and transmitting ˆad‚th was the certificate of authority or ij~zah,
which in later centuries became very popular. Another was to study under as many teachers as
possible and collect narrations from scholars in different cities. Well-known traditionists would
have hundreds of names amongst their teachers. Women scholars of ˆad‚th too followed in this
practice. We find both men and women making concerted efforts to acquire ˆad‚ths from as
many teachers as possible, especially from the masters of high isn~d. Most of them boast
substantial lists of the names of those they studied under. Zaynab bint al-Kam~l, `>|ishah alMaqdisiyyah, F~\imah al-Maqdisiyyah, and H~jir bint Sharaf are celebrated examples of women
scholars who accumulated extensive personal lists of ˆad‚th teachers.
4
Diffusion of the knowledge of ˆad‚th
Women scholars of ˆad‚th have had a huge impact on our knowledge of the Sunnah and ˆad‚ths
of the Prophet. Roughly one-fourth of our knowledge would be lacking if it were not for the
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Bukh~r‚, ^aˆ‚ˆ, k. al-`Ilm, b. al-™ay~| fi l-`ilm; Muslim: ^aˆ‚ˆ, k. al-™ay‡, b. Isti`m~l al-mughtasilah min al-ˆayd fur‰atan
min misk; Abƒ D~wƒd, Sunan, k. al-œah~rah, b. al-Ightisal min al-ˆay‡; Ibn M~jah, Sunan, k. al-œah~rah, b. al-™ay‡
kayfa taghtasil; Ibn ™anbal, Musnad, vol. i, p. 210.
Bukh~r‚, ^aˆ‚ˆ, k. al-™ajj, b. sawmi yawmi `Arafah; Muslim, ^aˆ‚ˆ, k. al-™ajj, b. Istiˆb~bi l-fitri li-l-ˆ~jji yawma `Arafah
Kha\‚b Baghd~d‚, Ta|r‚kh Baghd~d, vol. xiv, p. 435.
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efforts of these women and the many important books that, in later centuries, were produced on
the basis of what is narrated from them.
4.1
Teaching to both men and women
The teaching offered by the muˆaddith~t was not restricted to other women, but extended to male
students as well. Since the time of the Companions, it has been a well-established practice that
women modestly obscured behind the screen may teach ˆad‚th to male students. Al-Suyƒ\‚
records this: ‘The ancestors learnt ˆad‚ths from `>|ishah and other mothers of the believers, while
they narrated ˆad‚th, from behind the curtain.’ 23 Al-Sakh~w‚ relates how ‘ `>|ishah and other
women Companions used to teach from behind the screen.’ 24 On certain occasions, however,
where there was no possibility of any private interaction, they could teach directly, without a
screen. This is illustrated in the account of how Ibn Rushayd studied under F~\imah alBa\ayhiyyah in the mosque of the Prophet.
4.2
Teaching in homes
Students would also gather in the homes of many women scholars. Usually the female students
would be inside the house directly in front of the teachers, while the male students would remian
outside, positioned so as to be able to hear and put questions. One famous teacher who
conducted her teaching in this way was Zaynab bint al-Kam~l, who narrated from a large
number of teachers. One of her students, Imam Dhahab‚, describes her as soft-spoken, patient
and polite in manner. He tells how the students of ˆad‚th crowded around her house, and how
she would teach them through most of the day. 25
4.3
Teaching in mosques and schools
Schools and mosques were also used as teaching venues. One muˆaddithah who taught in the
mosque of the Prophet in Madina was Umm al-Khayr F~\imah bint Ibr~h‚m b. Maˆmƒd alBatayh‚. Among her teachers were: the famous narrator of ^aˆ‚ˆ al-Bukh~r‚, Abƒ `Abdillah al™usayn ibn al-Mub~rak b. Muˆammad al-Zab‚d‚ (546–631 AH); the ™anaf‚ shaykh, Maˆmƒd b.
Aˆmad b. `Abd al-Sayyid al-Bukh~r‚ known as Ibn al-™~‰ir‚ (546–636 AH); and Abƒ l-Qasim
`Abdull~h b. al-™usayn b. `Abdill~h ibn Raw~ˆah al-An‰~r‚ (560–646 AH). She taught ˆad‚th in
Damascus and other places. Imam Dhahab‚, Imam Subk‚, Ibn Rushayd Sabt‚ and many other
great scholars studied under her. Ibn Rushayd came all the way from Fez to do so at a time
when she taught in the Prophet’s mosque in Madinah. He recounts how she would lean on the
wall of the tomb of the Prophet facing the head of the Prophet. Here she wrote ij~zah for him
with her own hand. Ibn Rushayd studied under her the hadiths in the treatise Juz| Ab‚ l-Jahm and
others. 26
4.4
Teaching from notes and memory
The usual practice of teaching ˆad‚ths in later centuries was to use original notes or books that
would have been compiled by women while studying under their teachers. In earlier centuries,
especially amongst the Companions and Successors, ˆad‚ths were memorized, then later put into
writing by dictating from memory to a scribe. The tradition of teaching from memory continued
amongst some women scholars, for instance F~\imah bint Ab‚ Bakr b. Ab‚ D~wƒd al-Sijistani 27
and others.
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Suyƒ\‚, Tadr‚b al-r~w‚, vol. ii, p. 28.
Sakh~w‚, Fatˆ al-mugh‚th, vol. ii, p. 211.
al-Durar al-k~minah, vol. ii, p. 117.
Mil al-`aybah, vol. v, p. 21–25.
Kha\‚b al-Baghd~d‚, Ta|r‚kh Baghd~d, vol. xiv, p. 442.
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4.5
Teaching while travelling
Travelling did not prevent women from teaching. They taught wherever they happened to be. As
a result the name of an individual woman scholar may be associated with a number of different
cities. `>|ishah, the wife of the Prophet, on her way back from the Battle of the Camel passed
the city of Ba‰rah where she stayed as a guest of Umm œalˆat al-œalaˆ~t ^afiyyah bint al-™~rith
al-`Abdariyyah. While she was there, she narrated ˆad‚ths to the women of the city and
responded to their questions. The visit left a legacy and women such as ^afiyyah narrated from
her. Such narrations are well documented in the compilations of sunnah. 28 F~\imah bint Sa`d alKhayr (d. 600 AH) is another example. She studied ˆad‚th under her father Sa`d, and then Z~hir
b. œ~hir, Abƒ Gh~lib b. al-Bann~|, Q~‡‚ Abƒ Bakr, Yaˆy~ b. al-Bann~| and others. She taught
ˆad‚th in Damascus and Egypt. Her students included ™~fiŒ al-˜iy~| Kha\‚b of Mard~ and ™~fiŒ
al-Mundhir‚. Zaynab bint Aˆmad b. `Umar al-Maqdisiyyah (d. 722 AH) a teacher of Imam
Dhahab‚, born in Q~syƒn, studied under the great muˆaddiths of her age and lectured on ˆad‚th
in Bayt al-Maqdis, Egypt, Madinah and other places. 29
4.6
Teaching through correspondence
When students of ˆad‚th and the great teachers were unable to meet in person, they
communicated by correspondence. Sayyidah bint Mƒs~ M~r~niyyah Mi‰riyyah (d. 695 AH) wrote
to al-Dhahab‚ for her ij~zah. Dhahab‚ has recorded how he travelled to meet her, but she died
while he was en route. 30 ™~fiŒ al-Mundhir‚ wrote to a large number of muˆadd‚th~t and received
their permission to narrate from them.
5
A ‘high’ isn~d
In standard practice, the isn~d of those ˆad‚th scholars who narrate within fifty years of the death
of their teachers is regarded as high. Among the female ˆad‚th transmitters there are hundreds
whose isn~ds are esteemed as high: among them Shuhdah Kat‚bah, Tajann‚ Wahb~niyyah,
Zaynab bint al-Kam~l, `>|ishah al-Maqdis‚yyah, her sister F~\imah, and F~\imah bint
Muˆammad Tanƒkhiyyah. It was through `>|ishah bint ibn `Abd al-H~d‚ that the isn~d of Saˆ‚ˆ
al-Bukh~r‚ and some other compilations of ˆad‚th came to be regarded as very high by later
generations.
6
The volume of narrations from women scholars
The large volume of narrations of ˆad‚th by women scholars merits attention in its own right in
many ways. These have come from various generations of learned women – from the generation
of the Companions, their Successors, and each generation after them.
There are many women scholars who had collected a very large number of ˆad‚ths. `>|ishah the
wife of the Prophet (d. 57 AH) has narrated 2210 ˆad‚th, of which 297 are included in the ^aˆ‚ˆs
of Imam al-Bukh~r‚ and Imam Muslim. Another example is `>bidah al-Madaniyyah, who
narrated from Imam M~lik b. Anas. Some ˆuff~Œ even report that she narrated 10,000 ˆad‚ths.
Zaynab bint al-Kam~l (d. 740 AH) is recorded by her students as having studied enough books of
ˆad‚th to load a camel. Mention of these books is found in ™~fiŒ Ibn ™ajar’s vast list of ˆad‚th
texts. I do not know any master of ˆad‚th today who has worked through all these titles.
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Abƒ l-™ajj~j al-Mizz‚, Tahdh‚b al-kam~l , vol. xxxv, p. 209.
Mu`jam al-shuyƒkh, vol. i, p. 248.
Ibid., vol. i, p. 294.
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7
Narration of the important sources of ˆad‚th
In the earlier centuries, women participated fully in learning ˆad‚th and its sciences, narrating
and teaching it. In later centuries when works such as Musannaf~t, Jaw~mi`, Mas~nid, Ma`~jim,
Arba`ƒn~t, Ajz~| and other types of collections were being compiled, the pressing need was to
preserve the ˆad‚th accurately and transmit them exactly without addition or deletion. Women
also took part in this process. A great authority on ˆad‚th (famous also for her high isn~d) was
Umm al-Kir~m Kar‚mah Aˆmad b. Muˆammad al-Marwaziyyah (d. 463 AH). She studied the
whole of the Saˆ‚ˆ of Imam al-Bukh~r‚ under Abƒ l-Haytham Muˆammad b. Makk‚ alKushmayhan‚ and other teachers. She then moved to Makkah where she remained until she died
in 463 AH at the age of one hundred.
She was well known for her piety as well as her knowledge. Great imams like al-Sam`~n‚ and
al-Kha\‚b al-Baghd~d‚ studied under her. She taught the Saˆ‚ˆ of al-Bukh~r‚ many times. She
would not allow anyone to study it without first studying her original copy of the Saˆ‚ˆ. Abƒ lGhan~|im al-Nars‚ reports that when he came to Kar‚mah to study, she gave him her original
copy of al-Bukh~r‚, from which he copied some pages and then compared them with his own.
She said she would not accept it unless he compared with her original, which he then did. He
also studied with her other books of ˆad‚th. She was held in high esteem by the likes of the
father of Abƒ Bakr b. Man‰ƒr al-Sam`~n‚, who praised her as remarkable and unique. 31
Other women who became famous for their knowledge of ˆad‚th and narration of the Saˆ‚ˆ
of Imam al-Bukh~r‚ were F~\imah bint Muˆammad (d. 539 AH), Shuhdah bint Aˆmad al-Ibr‚
(d. 574 AH), Zaynab bint `Abd al-Rahman (d. 615 AH), Shar‚fah bint Aˆmad al-Nasaw‚, Zaynab
bint MuŒaffar (d. 709 AH) and Sitt al-Wuzar~| bint `Umar al-Tanƒkhiyyah (d. 716 AH).
Among the women who studied and taught the Saˆ‚ˆ of Imam Muslim were Umm al-Khayr
F~\imah bint `Al‚ (d. 532 AH), F~\imah al-Shahrazƒriyyah, and ^~fiyyah bint Aˆmad (d. 741 AH).
The long-lived and pious scholar of ˆad‚th, Umm Ibr~h‚m F~\imah bint `Abdull~h b. Aˆmad b.
Q~sim al-Jƒzd~niyyah al-A‰bah~niyyah (d. 524 AH), is well known for her narration of ˆad‚ths
and works, including al-œabar~n‚’s al-Mu`jam al-kab‚r (37 volumes) and al-Mu`jam al-‰agh‚r (2
volumes) from Abƒ Bakr ibn Raydhah al-˜abb‚. Imam al-Dhahab‚ called her the musnidah of her
time – a traditionist with high isn~d – and noted that she was the last person in the world to
narrate from Ibn Raydhah. 32 Having studied al-Bukh~r‚ under al-™ajj~r, `>|ishah bint
Muˆammad b. `Abd al-H~d‚ (d. 816 AH) was the last person who narrated the Saˆ‚ˆ with a high
isn~d. Among her students was ™~fiŒ Ibn ™ajar, who has recorded the titles of more than 25
books that he studied under her. Her sister F~\imah bint Muˆammad (d. 803) also had a very
high isn~d. Ibn ™ajar worked through 85 books of ˆad‚th under her. F~\imah bint Muˆammad
al-Tanƒkhiyyah (d. 803 AH) had studied ˆad‚th with the greatest teachers of ˆad‚th of their time.
Ibn ™ajar, who had read around a hundred books of ˆad‚th under her, described her as unique
in her gift of narration.
8
The students of the muˆaddith~t
The women scholars of Islam were very influential in many ways. Perhaps the greatest
demonstration of this is in the large number of students who flocked to hear them teach.
`>|ishah, the wife of the Prophet, is a prime example of a female scholar from whom a large
numbers of students benefited. Imam Abƒ l-™ajj~j mentions that over 300 students have
narrations from her in the major collections of ˆad‚th. Among them are well-known
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Ibn Nuqtah, al-Taqy‚d, vol. ii, p. 324; Dhahab‚, Siyar a`l~m al-nubal~|, vol. xviii, p. 233; Ibn Kath‚r, al-Bid~yah wal-nih~yah, vol. xii, p. 105; Taq‚ al-F~s‚, al-`Iqd al-tham‚n, vol. viii, p. 310.
Sam`~n‚, al-Mu`jam al-kab‚r, vol. ii, p. 428; Ibn Nuqtah, al-Taqy‚d, vol. ii, p. 322, Dhahab‚, Siyar a`l~m al-nubal~|,
vol. xix, p. 504.
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Companions – `Abdull~h b. Zubayr, `Abdull~h ibn `Abb~s, `Abdull~h ibn `Umar b. al-Kha\\~b,
`Amr b. al-`>‰, Abƒ Mƒs~ al-Ash`ar‚, Abƒ Hurayrah, Rab‚`ah b. `Amr al-Jurash‚, and also alAswad b. Yaz‚d al-Nakha`‚, `Alqamah b. Qays al-Nakha`‚, `Al‚ Zayn al-`>bid‚n, `A\~| b. Ab‚
Rabah, ™asan al-Ba‰r‚, Imam Ibr~h‚m al-Nakha`‚, `Ikrimah mawla of Ibn `Abb~s, Muj~hid b.
Jabr al-Makk‚, Muˆammad ibn S‚r‚n, Masrƒq b. Ajda`, Makˆƒl, N~fi` mawla of Ibn `Umar,
Q~sim b. Muˆammad b. Ab‚ Bakr, S~lim b. `Abdill~h ibn `Umar, Sa`‚d b. Jubayr, Sa`‚d b. alMusayyab, Sulaym~n b. Yas~r, œ~wƒs b. Kays~n, Imam Sha`b‚, `Ubaydullah b. `Abdill~h b.
`Utbah b. Mas`ƒd, `Urwah b. Zubayr.
As I said earlier, in the realm of knowledge there was no distinction between the genders.
Scholars sought knowledge from men and women teachers alike. There is hardly a major scholar
of ˆad‚th who, in the course of his studies, did not seek knowledge from women teachers and
did not narrate on their authority. Even `Al‚ b. Ab‚ œ~lib, the fourth caliph, regardless of his high
status in terms of juristic knowledge, narrated ˆad‚th from a woman called Maymƒnah bint
Sa`d. 33 The well-known Umayyad caliph `Umar b. `Abd al-`Aziz used to consult with `Amrah
bint `Abd al-Raˆm~n. One of the most reliable pillars of ˆad‚th, Imam al-Zuhr‚ (d. 124 AH), has
narrated ˆad‚th from a number of women, including the afore-mentioned `Amrah bint `Abd alRaˆm~n, Nadbah, F~\imah al-Khuza`iyyah, Hind bint al-™~rith al-F~risiyyah, and Umm
`Abdill~h al-˜aw|siyyah. 34 Imam Abƒ ™an‚fah has narrated from Umm al-Ghur~b; Imam M~lik
(d. 179 AH) has narrated from `>|ishah bint Sa`d b. Ab‚ Waqq~s. 35
Sayyidah Naf‚sah bint ™asan b. Zayd b. ™asan b. `Al‚ b. Ab‚ œ~lib (d. 208 AH), knew the
Qur’an by heart and was a scholar of both tafs‚r and ˆad‚th. Born in Makkah and brought up in
Madinah, she migrated to Egypt with her husband Isˆ~q b. Ja`far al-^~diq. In Egypt Imam Sh~fi`‚
heard ˆad‚th from her. 36 Imam Aˆmad b. ™anbal (d. 241 AH) has narrated from Umm `Umar
bint ™ass~n b. Zayd al-Thaqaf‚. Q~‡‚ Abƒ Ya`l~ al-Far~| (d. 458 AH) has narrated from Amat alSal~m al-Baghd~diyyah. Kha\‚b al-Baghd~d‚ has narrated the whole ^aˆ‚ˆ of al-Bukh~r‚ from
Kar‚mah al-Marwaziyyah. Ibn al-Jawz‚ (d. 597 AH) has narrated from a number of women. Imam
Abƒ Sa`d al-Sam`~n‚ (d. 562 AH) has narrated ˆad‚th from 69 female scholars of ˆad‚th, and has
mentioned all of them in his Mu`jam al-shuyƒkh. ™~fiŒ Ibn `As~kir (d. 571 AH) received ˆad‚th
from over eighty women. ™~fiŒ Abƒ œ~hir Silaf‚ (d. 576 AH) narrated from more than ten
women. ™~fiŒ Mundhir‚ (d. 656 AH) narrated from a large number of women scholars and has
mentioned them in his al-Takmilah fi wafay~t al-naqalah. In later centuries all the important
scholars of ˆad‚th like Imam Ibn Taymiyyah, Abƒ l-™ajj~j al-Mizz‚, `Alam al-D‚n al-Birz~l‚,
Imam Dhahab‚ (d. 748 AH), ™~fiŒ Ibn al-Kath‚r, ™~fiŒ Muˆammad b. R~fi` al-Sulam‚, ™~fiŒ Ibn
al-Qayyim (d. 751 AH), ™~fiŒ Abƒ l-Fa‡l al-`Ir~q‚, ™~fiŒ Ibn ™ajar Asqal~n‚ (d. 852 AH), ™~fiŒ
Ibn N~‰ir al-D‚n al-Dimashq‚, ™~fiŒ Sakh~w‚ and al-Suyƒ\‚ have a significant number of
muˆaddith~t among their teachers.
The great female traditionist (musnidah) of I‰fah~n, `Af‚fah bint Aˆmad b. `Abd al-Q~dir alF~rif~niyyah (d. 606 AH), studied al-Mu`jam al-kabir (37 vols.) and al-Mu`jam al-‰agh‚r (2 vols.) of
al-œabar~n‚ and Nu`aym b. ™amm~d’s Kit~b al-Fitan under F~\imah al-Juzd~niyyah. She was the
last student of `Abd al-W~ˆid b. Muˆammad al-Dashtaj, who was himself the last student of
Abƒ Nu`aym al-A‰bah~ni. She taught a large number of books. Among her many students are:
™~fiŒ ˜iy~| al-D‚n al-Maqdis‚, ™~fiŒ Ibn Nuq\ah al-Baghd~d‚, ™~fiŒ `Ali b. Aˆmad b. `Abd alW~ˆid al-Maqdis‚, and ™~fiŒ `Abd al-`AŒ‚m al-Mundhir‚. 37 Another important woman scholar
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was the great traditionist Zaynab bint Makk‚ b. `Al‚ al-™arr~niyyah (d. 688 AH). She studied many
books of ˆad‚th from Abƒ ™af‰ `Umar b. Muˆammad b. œabr~z~d and spent her life teaching
ˆad‚th. Students crowded her house all the time, including Ibn Taymiyyah, al-Mizz‚, al-Birz~l‚
and al-Dhahab‚. Ibn Taymiyyah has narrated ˆad‚th from her in his book al-Arba`ƒn.
9
The collection of ˆad‚ths narrated by individual women scholars
It has been a tradition among ˆad‚th scholars to compile narrations of distinguished masters.
There are hundreds of collections in this category. A number of women traditionists have had
their ˆad‚ths and narrations compiled in this way. One of them is Umm al-Fa‡l B‚b‚ bint `Abd
al-^amad b. `Al‚ al-Harthamiyyah al-Harawiyyah (d. 477 AH). Her ˆad‚th are compiled in a book
known as Juz| B‚b‚, which she narrated from Ibn Ab‚ Shurayh. Traditionists in subsequent
centuries have been particularly keen to study this book under their teachers. 38 Another example
is that of the long-lived musnidah of Iraq, Shuhdah bint Aˆmad b. `Umar al-Ibr‚ al-D‚nawariyyah
(d. 574 AH). She studied ˆad‚th under Abƒ l-Faw~ris œir~d b. Muˆammad b. `Al‚ al-Zaynab‚, al™usayn b. Aˆmad b. œalˆah al-Ni`~l‚, Ja`far b. Aˆmad al-Sarr~j and others. She narrated a
number of books in ˆad‚th, rij~l and history. Among her many students are Imam ™~fiŒ Abƒ lFaraj `Abd al-Raˆm~n ibn al-Jawzi, ™~fiŒ Ibn `As~kir, and al-Sam`~n‚. Ibn Qud~mah al-Maqdis‚
has praised her highly, describing her as the last heir of the isn~d of Baghd~d, and noting that as
she lived long, the people, their children, and grandchildren were able to benefit from her
teaching. The compilation of her narrations is titled al-`Umdah f‚ Mashyakhat Shuhdah. 39 ™~fiŒ Ibn
™ajar compiled a book devoted to the isn~ds of the traditionist Maryam bint al-Adhr~`‚ (d. 805
AH) titled Mu`jam al-Shaykhah Maryam. Similarly Ibn ™ajar collected al-Mashyakhat al-B~simah li lQib~b‚ wa F~\imah, compiling together the narrations of his teachers Najm al-D‚n al-Qib~b‚ (d.
838 AH) and F~\imah bint Khal‚l b. Aˆmad al-Maqdis‚ al-Kin~n‚ (d. 838 AH).
10

The geographical extent and historical continuity

The rich tradition of ˆad‚th scholarship among women is not confined to any particular part of
the Islamic world or any particular period in its history. In fact, throughout Islamic history, and
in almost every part of the Islamic world, there have been women who devoted themselves to
becoming expert in the science of ˆad‚th. Unlike their male counterparts, their lives and voices
have not been preserved fully in the biographical dictionaries. As a consequence people have
wrongly supposed that women scholars were uncommon in Islamic societies. One reason for the
tendency to obscure women’s contributions to scholarship may have been the emphasis in
Islamic tradition on the modesty of women, with the consequent unwillingness to provide
information about them to anyone other than close relatives. This characteristic of Islamic
society inhibited the recording of details about many women scholars, and about their
contributions to society and scholarship. There are a few exceptions.
A great jurist and traditionist `Abd al-Q~dir b. Ab‚ al-Waf~| al-Qurash‚ (696–775 AH) has
described the life of F~\imah bint Muˆammad b. Aˆmad al-Samarqandiyyah in his celebrated
book, al-Jaw~hir al-mu‡‚|ah f‚ tar~jim al-™anafiyyah. She was the daughter of Muˆammad b. Aˆmad
al-Samarqandiyyah (author of Tuˆfat al-fuqah~|) and was married to `Al~| al-D‚n al-K~s~n‚ (author
of the famous book of Islamic law Bad~|i` al-san~|i`). Of F~\imah, al-Qurash‚ reports: ‘She
attained the status of jurist under the training of her father. Fatwas used to come out from the
house with her signature and the signature of her father. When she married al-K~s~n‚ fatwas
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started coming from her house with her signature, the signature of her father and the signature
of her husband. Her husband, when unsure of a fatwa, would turn to her for clarification.’
Al-Qurash‚ further says: ‘It has come to our knowledge that in the cities of Transoxiana [...] a
fatwa is only issued from a house if it has the signatures of the householder and his daughter, his
wife or his sister.’ 40 It is evident from such records how numerous and how influential female
scholars were in the society. Their absence generally from biographical records does not do
justice to the extent of their real involvement in academic and scholarly activities.
As for the geographical spread of women ˆad‚th scholars across the Muslim world I can
mention here only a few examples to illustrate it:
Jumu`ah bint Aˆmad b. Muˆammad b. `Ubaydullah al-Maˆmiyyah from N‚sh~pƒr. She came
to Baghd~d and lectured on ˆad‚th, reporting from Abƒ `Amr b. ™amd~n, Abƒ Aˆmad al-™~fiŒ
, Abƒ Bakr al-œarr~z‚, `Abdull~h b. Muˆammad b. `Abd al-Wahh~b al-R~z‚ and Bishr b.
Muˆammad b. Y~s‚n. Among her students were Abƒ Muˆammad al-Khall~l, `Abd al-`Az‚z b.
`Al‚ al-Azj‚, Abƒ l-™usayn Muˆammad b. Muˆammad al-Shurƒ\‚. Al-Khall~l writes of how much
Imam Abƒ Hamid al-Isfr~y‚n‚ respected and praised her. 41
Amat al-Sal~m bint al-Q~‡‚ Ab‚ Bakr Aˆmad b. K~mil (d. 390 AH) from Baghd~d is another
example. She studied ˆad‚th under Muˆammad b. Ism~`‚l al-Ba‰l~n‚, Muˆammad b. al-™usayn b.
™umayd b. al-Rab‚` and others. Her students included al-Azhar‚, al-Tannƒkhi, al-™usayn b. Ja`far
al-Salm~s‚, Muˆammad b. Aˆmad b. Muˆammad b. ™asnƒn al-Nars‚, Abƒ Kh~zim b. al-™usayn
b. Muˆammad b. al-Farr~| and Abƒ Ya`l~ Muˆammad b. al-Husayn b. Muˆammad b. al-Farr~|.
She lectured on ˆad‚th in Baghdad. Kha\‚b mentions the high admiration her students, al-Azhar‚
and al-Tannƒkhi, had for her and describes her piety and intelligence. 42
In India there were some women whose contribution to the science of ˆad‚th is also well
documented. For example, Amat al-Ghafƒr bint Im~m Isˆ~q al-`Umar‚ al-Dihlaw‚, who studied
ˆad‚th and fiqh under her father, married the great expert of ˆad‚th Shaykh `Abd al-Qayyƒm alBudh~naw‚. `Abd al-™ayy al-™asan‚ describes her as an expert in fiqh and ˆad‚th, whose expetise
in these fields was sought by her husband on problematic issues. 43
The scholarship of ˆad‚th among women has continued throughout the centuries of Islam.
Starting with the wives of the Prophet to the present day, we find a rich tradition of scholarship
among women. The number of female narrators from among the Companions in itself is quite
high. Among them:
`>|ishah, the wife of the Prophet (d. 57 AH), narrated 2210 ˆad‚ths, of which 297 are in the
Saˆ‚ˆs of Imams al-Bukh~r‚ and Muslim. Qab‚‰ah b. Dhuwayb says: `>|ishah was most
knowledgeable of all the people. The great Companions of the Prophet used to consult her and
sought answers to their complex questions. `Urwah b. Zubayr says: ‘I never saw anyone more
knowledgeable in fiqh, medicine and poetry than `>|ishah.’ 44
Umm Salamah, the wife of the Prophet (d. 59 AH) narrated 378 ˆad‚ths. Among the famous
narrators from her are: the companion `Abdull~h ibn `Abb~s; al-Aswad b. Yaz‚d al-Nakha`‚, `A\~|
b. Ab‚ Rab~ˆ, Muj~hid b. Jabr al-Makk‚, Masrƒq b. Ajda`, N~fi` mawla of `Abdull~h ibn `Umar,
Sa`‚d al-Maqbƒr‚, Sa`‚d b. al-Musayyab, Sulaym~n b. Yas~r, Imam Sha`b‚, `Ubaydullah b.
`Abdill~h b. `Utbah b. Mas`ƒd, `Urwah b. Zubayr.
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Asm~| bint Yaz‚d b. Sakan narrated 81 ˆad‚ths; Maymƒnah, umm al-mu|min‚n, narrated 76
ˆad‚ths; Umm ™ab‚bah, umm al-mu|min‚n, narrated 65 ˆad‚ths; ™af‰ah, umm al-mu|min‚n, narrated
60 ˆad‚ths; Asm~| bint Umays narrated 60 ˆad‚ths; Asm~| bint Abi Bakr narrated 58 ˆad‚ths;
Umm H~n‚ bint Ab‚ œ~lib narrated 46 ˆad‚ths; Umm `A\iyyah narrated 40 ˆad‚ths; F~\imah bint
Qays narrated 34 ˆad‚ths; Umm al-Fa‡l narrated 30 ˆad‚ths; Umm Qays bint Mihsan narrated 24
ˆad‚ths; Rubayyi` bint Mu`awwidh narrated 21 ˆad‚ths.
In all, the six sound ˆad‚th collections include ˆad‚ths from 132 women classed as
Companions of the Prophet. A large number of ˆad‚ths of women narrators are also found in
other collections such as the Musnad of Aˆmad b. ™anbal, the Musnad of Abƒ Ya`l~, the
Musannafs of `Abd al-Razz~q and Ibn Ab‚ Shaybah and al-œabar~n‚’s al-Mu`jam al-kab‚r.
The number of tabi`iyy~t (the generation after the Companions), whose ˆad‚ths are in the six
sound books exceed 170. Among them:
`Amrah bint `Abd al-Raˆm~n b. Zur~rah al-An‰~riyyah al-Najjariyyah (d. 98?/106? AH)
narrated from R~fi` b. Khad‚j, `Ubayd b. Rif~`ah b. R~fi` al-Zuraq‚, Marw~n b. al-™akam,
™ab‚bah bint Sahl, ™amnah bint Jaˆsh, `>|ishah and Umm Salamah, Umm Hish~m bint
™~rithah b. al-Nu`m~n. Among the famous narrators from her are: Sulaym~n b. Yas~r, `Abdull~h
b. Ab‚ Bakr b. Muˆammad b. `Amr b. ™azm, `Urwah b. Zubayr, `Amr b. D‚n~r, Ibn Shih~b
Zuhr‚, Yaˆy~ b. Sa`‚d An‰~r‚. Yaˆy~ ibn Ma`‚n has described her as thiqah and ˆujjah. 45 Imam `Ali
ibn al-Madin‚ also praised her very highly. 46 `Umar b. `Abd al-`Az‚z said: ‘No one is left who has
more knowledge of the ˆad‚th of `>|ishah than `Amrah.’ 47
™af‰ah bint S‚r‚n (died after 100 AH), narrated from Anas b. M~lik, Abƒ Dh‚byan Khal‚fah b.
Ka`b, Rab‚` b. Ziy~d al-™~rith‚, Abƒ al-`>liyah Riy~ˆ‚, Salm~n b. `>mir al-˜abb‚, Umm `A\iyyah
al-An‰~riyyah. Among the famous narrators from her are Iy~s b. Mu`~wiyah, Ayyƒb al-Sakhty~n‚,
Kh~lid al-™adhdh~|, `>‰im al-Aˆwal, `Abdull~h b. `Awn, Qat~dah, Muˆammad ibn S‚r‚n,
`>|ishah bint Sa`d al-Ba‰riyyah. Yaˆy~ ibn Ma`in described her as thiqah and ˆujjah. 48 Iy~s b.
Mu`~wiyah said of her, ‘I have never met anyone whom I prefer over ™af‰ah.’ 49
Mu`~dhah bint `Abdill~h al-`Adawiyyah (d. 83 AH), narrated from `Al‚ b. Ab‚ œ~lib, Hish~m
b. `>mir al-An‰~r‚, `>|ishah, and Umm `Amr bint `Abdill~h b. Zubayr. Among the famous
narrators from her are Isˆ~q b. Suwayd, Ayyƒb al-Sakhty~n‚, Ja`far b. Kays~n al-`Adaw‚, `>‰im alAˆw~l, Abƒ Qil~bah, Qat~dah. Yaˆy~ b. Ma`‚n described her as thiqah and ˆujjah. 50
Umm al-Dard~| al-^ughr~ (d. 81 AH), narrated from Salm~n al-F~ris‚, Fa‡~lah b. `Ubayd alAn‰~r‚, Ka`b b. `>‰im al-Ash`ar‚, her husband Abƒ l-Dard~|, Abƒ Hurayrah, and `>|ishah. She
had a large number of students. Makˆƒl says: ‘She was a faq‚hah.’ 51 `Awn b. `Abdill~h b. `Utbah
says: ‘We sat next to Umm al-Dard~|, then we said to her: we have caused you tiredness. She
said: you caused me tiredness, no. I have sought `ib~dah in everything, but I did not get anything
more curing and satisfying than the company of scholars and revision with them.’ 52
In later centuries the tradition of women scholars of ˆad‚th continued with F~\imah bint Ab‚
`Al‚ al-Daqq~q, the wife of Abƒ l-Q~sim al-Qushayr‚ (d. 480 AH). She was among the famous
traditionists of the fifth century and studied under Abƒ Nu`aym al-Isfr~y‚n‚, Abƒ l-™asan al45
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`Alaw‚, `Abdull~h b. Yƒsuf, Abƒ `Abdill~h al-™~kim and others. Amongst her students were
`Abdull~h al-Fur~w‚, Z~hir al-Shaˆˆ~m‚ and Abƒ l-As`ad Hibat al-Raˆm~n b. `Abd al-W~ˆid. AlDhahab‚ describes her as devoutly obedient in the service of God, and holds her in the highest
estem. 53
`>|ishah bint ™asan b. Ibr~h‚m al-Wark~niyyah (d. ca. 470 AH). She wrote ˆad‚ths dictated by
Abƒ `Abdill~h ibn Mandah and she studied under other famous traditionists of her time. AlDhahab‚ has described her as a ‘preacher, scholar, and holder of high isn~d’. Al-Sam`~n‚ says: ‘I
asked ™~fiŒ Ism~`‚l b. Muˆammad about her. He said: “She was a righteous woman and a
scholar; she used to give sermons to women; she wrote out Ibn Mandah’s Am~l‚ from him; she
was the first person whose ˆad‚ths were dictated to me in person. My father sent me to her and
she was an ascetic.” ’ Among her students are al-™usayn b. `Abd al-M~lik al-Khall~l, Sa`‚d b. Ab‚
al-Raj~| and Ism~`‚l al-™amm~m‚. 54
Other women scholars of that period include: F~\imah bint `Al‚ (d. 532 AH). Khad‚jah bint
Aˆmad al-Nahraw~niyyah (d. 570 AH); Tajann‚ bint `Abdill~h al-Wahb~niyyah (d. 575); Sitt alKatabah Ni`mah bint `Al‚ (d. 604 AH); `>|ishah bint Ma`mar (d. 607 AH); Zaynab bint `Abd alRaˆm~n al-Shi`riyyah (d. 615 AH) and ^afiyyah bint `Abd al-Wahh~b (d. 646 AH).
In the eighth century the number of women teachers about whom we have records increased
sharply. A reliable explanation of why this should have been so must wait upon a thorough
investigation into it. ™~fiŒ Ibn ™ajar alone has mentioned 170 muˆaddith~t of this century in his
book, al-Durar al-k~minah. Some of the more famous muˆaddith~t mentioned in other biographical
dictionaries are: Sitt al-Wuzar~| bint `Umar (d. 716 AH); Zaynab bint Aˆmad al-Kam~l (d. 740
AH); ^afiyyah bint Aˆmad (d. 741 AH); Sitt al-`Arab bint Muˆammad b. al-Fakhr ibn al-Bukh~r‚
(d. 767 AH) and Juwayriya bint Aˆmad al-Hakk~r‚ (d. 783 AH).
The number of women teachers remained high in the ninth century AH, and Ibn Fahd alMakk‚ narrates from 130 of them. These include Maryam bint al-Adhra`‚ (d. 805 AH); F~\imah
bint Khal‚l al-Maqdisiyyah (d. 838 AH) and Umm H~n‚ Maryam bint Fakhr al-D‚n Muˆammad
al-Hƒr‚niyyah (d. 871 AH). H~jir bint Sharaf al-D‚n al-Maqdis‚ (d. 874 AH) was a particularly
famous teacher from this era.
Famous muˆaddith~t of the tenth century AH include Umm al-Khayr Amat al-Kh~liq alDimashqiyyah (d. 902 AH), `>|ishah bint Muˆammad (d. 906), Umm al-Han~ bint Muˆammad
al-Badr~n‚ al-Mi‰riyyah (d. 911 AH); F~\imah bint Yƒsuf al-Q~‡‚ Jam~l al-D‚n al-T~dif‚ al-™anbal‚
(d. 925 AH); Khad‚jah bint Muˆammad b. Ibr~h‚m al-`>miriyyah (d. 935), Bƒr~n bint
Muˆammad al-Q~‡‚ Ibn al-Shaˆnah (d. 938 AH), B~y Kh~tƒn bint Ibr~h‚m b. Aˆmad al™alabiyyah (d. 942 AH); F~\imah bint `Abd al-Q~dir b. `Uthm~n (d. 966 AH); Zaynab bint
Muˆammad al-Ghazz‚ (d. 980 AH); Quraysh bint `Abd al-Q~dir al-œabariyyah al-Makkiyyah (d.
1107 AH).
According to ™~fiŒ `Abd al-™ayy al-Katt~n‚ the last mentioned (Quraysh bint `Abd al-Q~dir)
‘was a jurist and scholar of ˆad‚th from Makkah. She lectured on ˆad‚th at her home in Makkah.’
Another example is that of Shaykhah Umm `Imr~n, Maryam bint Muˆammad b. œ~h~ al-`Aqq~d
al-™alabiyyah al-Sh~fi`iyya (d. ca. 1220 AH). She was an expert in Qur’anic recitation as well as a
great scholar of hadith. Born in Aleppo in 1156 AH, she studied the Qur’an and some elementary
books of sciences under her father. Apart from her father, she received ij~zah in ˆad‚th from the
great muˆaddith `All~mah Abƒ Sulaym~n ^~liˆ b. Ibr~h‚m al-Jan‚n‚. `All~mah Khal‚l al-Mur~d‚
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called upon her in Aleppo in 1205 AH, and praised her and attested to her knowledge and
virtue. 55
In the last century also there were a number of female traditionists. Among them: Sayyidah
Shams al-Nis~| bint al-Sayyid Am‚r ™asan al-Sahsaw~niyyah (d. 1308 AH). She studied the Qur’an
with tajw‚d, learned writing, and studied Mishk~t al-ma‰~b‚ˆ and the six sound books, under her
father. `Abd al-™ayy al-™asan‚, author of Nuzhat al-khaw~\ir, says of her that she was intelligent,
sharp in memory, pious, and righteous. She knew the ˆad‚ths and their isn~ds by heart.’ 56
F~\imah Shams Jah~n al-Jarkasiyyah al-Madaniyyah, the wife of Shaykh al-Islam `Arif ™ikmat (d.
1272 AH) was another great scholar who lived in Madinah. She gave an ij~zah for her ˆad‚th to
the famous ™~fiŒ `Abd al-™ayy al-Katt~n‚.
It is worth noting that throughout all the centuries, the women’s scholarship, as far as
accurate and intelligent transmission of the hadiths is concerned, is regarded as more reliable
than that of men. It is well-known that a good number of male narrators of ˆad‚th have been
accused of inaccurate reporting and some even of fabrication. No woman ˆad‚th scholar has
ever been accused of such wrongs and weaknesses. Imam Dhahab‚ comments on this point by
declaring that he knew of no women who had been accused of any willed or unwilled aberrance
from the strict standards of the scholarly tradition. 57 Ibn `Arr~q al-Kin~n‚ has devoted an entire
chapter of his famous book Tanz‚h al-shar‚`ah al-marfƒ`ah `ani l-aˆad‚th al-shar‚`ah al-maw‡ƒ`ah to
listing hundreds of fabricators; no woman’s name crops up, not even once. 58
11.
Postscript
The geographical spread and the continuity in Islamic societies, from the earliest times to the
present, of women scholars of ˆad‚th, demonstrate that the phenomenon was not an aberration
from the norm, albeit there was a falling off, a decline in numbers in the later centuries (after the
tenth).
Of course there is a great deal more to be said about this phenomenon. There remain many
questions that need to be asked about, for example, the social and political background behind
the information that I have surveyed. We need to find out more – to the extent possible – about
the circumstances in which the women scholars lived and worked, about how they balanced
their responsibilities as learned Muslims with their other commitments – as mothers, wives,
sisters, as citizens or subjects in the polities in which they lived. We need to know more about
how they travelled, where they stayed, and how their learning and teaching were financially
supported and by whom.
While so much (and more) needs to be researched and understood, I hope that I have made
a good enough case to dismiss the prejudice that Islamic societies, simply by being Islamic, must
hold women back, must confine them to the domestic duties of house and home, of wives or
mothers. If the Islam of the Companions and their Successors is the best model to turn to for
authoritative guidance, then the evidence is overwhelming that women have the same obligation
to acquire and teach the knowledge needed to practise Islam as men do. It follows that Islamic
society must be ordered in such a way that women, like men, are enabled to discharge that
obligation. To restrict educational scope for girls to what trains them to serve in house and
home is to deny their right to learn (and then teach) what is needed for the full realization of
their potential as worshipping servants of their Creator. To do so is to limit the cultural space
ahead of them, to make the earth around them narrower, to draw down the horizons above
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them. Then, if such restriction is carried too far, it is no great exaggeration to liken it to a sort of
burying alive. The burying alive of infant girls was a terrible practice of the Arab J~hiliyyah, the
period of Ignorance before Islam. And the Qur’an (al-Takwir, 81: 8–9) warns of the Day when
the victims of that crime will cry out to God for justice – the day when the infant buried alive shall
ask for what sin she was killed.
The women scholars who contributed so much to our knowledge and understanding of
Islam by preserving and transmitting the ˆad‚ths and sunnahs of God’s Messenger, ‰alla-ll~hu
`alayhi wa-sallam, enjoyed authority and respect in the communities they served. Their authority
was not founded upon personal political power such as a queen or princess might wield openly
from the throne, or secretly from behind it. Nor was it founded upon some charismatic,
mysterious influence, such as is enjoyed by women (or men) who acquire a reputation as saints
or faith-healers or ecstatics of some kind. The women whose work I have mentioned achieved
what they achieved in the field of public knowledge, not secret knowledge; and by the ordinary
means of public reasoning from and with the same sources as were accessible to others – indeed
that was their very business (as it was of the great men scholars busy in the same task), to make
the primary sources accessible to others, to all. That is why all Muslims owe so great a debt of
gratitude to both the muˆaddithƒn and the muˆaddith~t.
As Muslims their foremost concern was to act in ways that would enable virtue and disable
sin in their personal lives and in the public ethos of their societies. As scholars their primary
concern was to collect and order accurately as much as they could of the guidance that was the
legacy of God’s Messenger. Since it is affirmed of the women scholars of ˆad‚th that none was
ever accused of dubious reports, their lives illustrate a double achievement, combining personal
and professional virtue. I have said, and here reiterate, that their lives were lived in conformity
with, not in opposition to, the norms and values of Islam as these were evolved, practised and
embodied in its formative period.

*******

